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Serum proteomic profiling, by using surfaced-enhanced
laser desorption/ionization-time-of-flight mass spectrom-
etry, is one of the most promising new approaches for
cancer diagnostics. Exceptional sensitivities and specific-
ities have been reported for some cancer types such as
prostate, ovarian, breast, and bladder cancers. These
sensitivities/specificities are far superior to those ob-
tained by using classical cancer biomarkers. In this re-
view, I concentrate more on questions that cast doubt on
the results reported and propose experiments to investi-
gate these questions in detail, before the technique is
used at the clinic. It is clear that the method needs to be
externally and thoroughly validated before clinical imple-
mentation is warranted. Molecular & Cellular Proteom-
ics 3:367–378, 2004.

Our current efforts to combat cancer are not very success-
ful. Despite the recent spectacular advances in molecular
medicine, genomics, proteomics, and translational research,
mortality rates for the most prevalent cancers have not been
significantly reduced. Some of the best available options to
combat cancer include primary prevention, earlier diagnosis,
and improved therapeutic interventions. We are now witness-
ing the development of new drugs against cancer that are
based on rational instead of empirical designs. There is hope
that some of these drugs will prove to be more effective at the
clinic than older generations of medicines. In terms of primary
prevention, we do not as yet have at hand any robust strate-
gies, because the mechanisms of cancer initiation and pro-
gression are still largely unknown.

One of the best strategies to combat cancer now is by early
diagnosis and administration of effective treatment (1). An-
other approach includes close monitoring of the cancer pa-
tient after initial treatment (usually surgery) to detect early
relapse and then prescribe additional therapy. A third valuable
approach would be the stratification of patients into sub-
groups that respond better to different types of treatment

(individualized therapy). Medical imaging and serum or tissue
biomarkers are valuable tools for monitoring these patients in
order to optimize clinical outcomes.

In this review, I will concentrate on mass spectrometry as a
diagnostic and cancer biomarker discovery tool. Much has
been published on this technology, and excellent reviews have
already been prepared (2–12). My presentation will be biased
toward underlining potential limitations that have not been ad-
equately addressed in the already existing extensive literature.

MASS SPECTROMETRY

Mass spectrometry has been used as a diagnostic tool in
clinical laboratories for many decades. This technology has
been coupled with gas chromatography (GC/MS)1 and has
been used with success for the identification and quantifica-
tion of relatively small molecules (with molecular mass �1,000
Da). Such molecules could be highly informative in newborn
screening programs (13), toxicological and forensic applica-
tions (14), for delineating various types of inborn errors of
metabolism (15), for detecting doping of athletes (16), etc.
Over the last 15 years, we have seen a resurgence of this
technology for studying larger molecules such as nucleic
acids and proteins. These new applications became possible
mainly due to the development of novel methodologies to
effectively volatize and ionize proteins and nucleic acids, by
using various chemicals (matrices) and lasers (e.g. matrix-
assisted laser desorption/ionization, MALDI) or electrospray
ionization (ESI). The ability to measure with high accuracy
mass-to-charge ratio, providing spectra of very high resolu-
tion, and the development of tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) to obtain de novo protein sequence information has
further enhanced the applications of this technology in pro-
teomics. Coupling of mass spectrometers to liquid chroma-
trography (LC/MS) further expanded the discriminatory power
of the method. Mass spectrometry is now one of the most
powerful proteomic tools (17). Even more spectacular ad-
vances in mass spectrometry should be expected, with fur-
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ther improvements in resolution and detectability. With this in
mind, it is not surprising that many scientists have decided to
use mass spectrometry either as a diagnostic tool or as a
cancer or other disease biomarker discovery platform (2–12).

I will need to emphasize at this point that the critical dis-
cussion to follow is not directed against either mass spec-
trometry or to the field of proteomics in general. In fact, these
methods and fields of investigation, used appropriately, may
indeed succeed in discovering new diagnostic modalities for
cancer and other diseases, as well as contribute to the better
understanding of the pathogenesis of such diseases. The
Human Proteome Organization (HUPO, www.hupo.org) is fo-
cusing on the identification of large numbers of proteins in
complex mixtures, including serum and other biological fluids
(17). It is expected that these efforts will finally lead to the
identification of new potential biomarkers for cancer and other
diseases. HUPO also intends to standardize the methodology
so that the results obtained with these techniques are robust
and reproducible among laboratories.

Most of the discussion below will focus on one proteomic
platform used extensively in diagnostics, known as surface-
enhanced laser desorption/ionization-time-of-flight (SELDI-
TOF) mass spectrometry. This technique is based on the
pretreatment of a biological fluid or tissue extract with various
proteomic chips, performing protein extractions based on
hydrophobic, ion-exchange, metal binding, or other interac-
tions. The bound proteins are then subjected to mass spec-
trometric analysis. The derived information can be used for
either diagnosis or for identifying potential biomarkers that
could then be further validated with alternative technologies.
These issues will be discussed in detail below.

CANCER BIOMARKERS

A handful of cancer biomarkers are currently used routinely
for population screening, disease diagnosis, prognosis, mon-
itoring of therapy, and prediction of therapeutic response.
Some established biomarkers are listed in Table I. Although it
is highly desirable to have biomarkers suitable for population
screening and early diagnosis, none of the biomarkers listed

in Table I has adequate sensitivity, specificity, and predictive
value for population screening. Even prostate-specific antigen
(PSA), which has been approved for population screening by
the Food and Drug Administration, is not universally accepted
for this application. The reasons for biomarker failure in pop-
ulation screening settings are multiple and fall outside the
scope of this review. It will suffice to mention that poor spec-
ificity leads to many false-positive results. In population
screening, disease prevalence is another important parame-
ter; diseases of low prevalence (like ovarian cancer) will re-
quire outstanding diagnostic test specificity (�99%) for the
test to be considered viable (18). It can be concluded that
none of the individual biomarkers currently at hand can fulfill
the requirements of population screening for cancer. Biomar-
kers are clinically recommended mainly for monitoring the
effectiveness of therapeutic interventions. Some biomarkers
are also invaluable tools for early diagnosis of cancer relapse,
which may trigger additional treatments before the appear-
ance of clinical symptoms.

With current cancer biomarkers, much is left to be desired
in terms of clinical applicability. We need new cancer biomar-
kers that will further enhance our ability to diagnose, prog-
nose, and predict therapeutic response in many types of
cancer. Because biomarkers can be analyzed relatively non-
invasively and economically, it is worth investing in discover-
ing more biomarkers in the future. The completion of the
Human Genome Project has raised expectations that the
knowledge of all genes and proteins will lead to the identifi-
cation of many candidate biomarkers for cancer and other
diseases. This prediction still needs to be realized. Among
specialists in the field, the prevailing view is that the most
powerful single cancer biomarkers may have already been
discovered (e.g. those shown in Table I). Likely, we are now
bound to discover biomarkers that are less sensitive or spe-
cific but that could be used in panels, in combination with
powerful bioinformatic tools (such as artificial neural net-
works, logistic regression, etc.), to devise diagnostic algo-
rithms with improved sensitivity and specificity (19, 20). These
efforts are currently ongoing.

TABLE I
Some established cancer biomarkers

Biomarkera Cancer typeb

�-Fetoprotein (AFP) Hepatoma; testicular cancer
Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) Colon; breast; lung; pancreatic
PSA Prostate
CA125 Ovarian
CA15.3 Breast
CA19.9 Gastrointestinal
Immunoglobulins B cell dyscrasias
Chroriogonadotropin (hCG) Testicular cancer; trophoblastic tumors
Steroid hormone receptors Breast

a All of these markers are used as aids in diagnosis, prognosis, and monitoring of therapy; steroid hormone receptors are used for predicting
therapeutic response to antiestrogens.

b All markers measured in serum except steroid hormone receptors, which are measured in cancer tissues.
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GENERAL STRATEGIES FOR DISCOVERING NEW
CANCER BIOMARKERS

Most of the currently used cancer biomarkers were discov-
ered following development of novel analytical techniques,
such as immunological assays and the monoclonal antibody
technology. It was then found that these molecules were
elevated in biological fluids from cancer patients in compari-
son to normal subjects. Many cancer biomarkers were dis-
covered by immunizing animals with extracts from tumors or
cancer cell lines, and then screening for monoclonal antibod-
ies that recognize “cancer-associated” antigens. More re-
cently, and with the completion of the Human Genome Pro-
ject, many researchers hypothesized that the best cancer
biomarkers will likely be secreted proteins (21); about 20–
25% of all cell proteins are secreted. However, this is not an
absolute requirement because a number of classical cancer
biomarkers (e.g. CEA, Her2-neu) are cell membrane-bound,
but their extracellular domains are shed into the circulation.
Other groups, including our own, are using bioinformatics,
such as digital differential display and in silico Northern blot-
ting, to compare gene expression between normal and can-
cerous tissues to identify overexpressed genes (22). Although
one of the prevailing hypotheses in new biomarker discovery
is that the most promising biomarkers should be overex-
pressed proteins, this is not generally true for some of the best
known cancer biomarkers such as PSA (23). Overexpressed
genes are now identified experimentally by using microarrays.
Some of these genes have been proposed as candidate can-
cer biomarkers (24–26). Despite this reasonable hypothesis,
very few cancer biomarkers have been discovered by using
this approach (26, 27). We followed another approach, in
which we postulated that if a molecule is already a known-
cancer biomarker, members of the same family of genes/
proteins may also constitute novel biomarkers. We have since
shown that kallikreins, a group of serine proteases with high
homology at both the DNA and protein levels (this family
includes PSA), are candidate biomarkers for ovarian, prostate,
and breast cancers (28, 29).

Over many years of developing cancer biomarkers, we
came to understand that a molecule may become a practical
serological biomarker if it has certain characteristics, i.e. it is
a secreted or shed protein and has the ability to diffuse into
the circulation during tumor development and progression,
through either angiogenesis or invasion of surrounding tissues
and vasculature by cancer cells. Preferably, such proteins
should be stable (not degraded) and not bound to inhibitors
that could interfere with their measurement. The experience
with the classical biomarkers has taught us many lessons on
the dynamic relationships between the patient and biological
phenomena related to biomarkers such as appearance in the
circulation, cleavage, binding to serum proteins, degradation,
modification, elimination half-life, etc. In this review, I will use
PSA as an example to compare what we know from such
molecules with mass spectrometric approaches for diagnostics.

MASS SPECTROMETRY AS A CANCER BIOMARKER DISCOVERY
AND DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

Petricoin et al. have pioneered the use of mass spectrom-
etry as a diagnostic tool (30). They suggested that this ap-
proach represents a paradigm shift in cancer diagnostics,
based on complex mass spectrometric differences between
proteomic patterns in serum between patients with or without
cancer identified by bioinformatics. Their premise is that no
matter what the nature of these molecules are, their potential
to discriminate between these two conditions should be fur-
ther exploited. The central hypothesis of this approach is as
follows: protein or protein fragments produced by cancer cells
or their microenvironment may eventually enter the general
circulation. Then, the concentration (abundance) of these pro-
teins/fragments could be analyzed by mass spectrometry and
used for diagnostic purposes, in combination with a mathe-
matical algorithm (30).

The vast majority of the currently available data have been
produced by using the SELDI-TOF technology, marketed by
Ciphergen Biosystems (Fremont, CA). Ciphergen claims that
over 200 papers have already been published with this tech-
nology. The types of cancers that have been examined in-
clude ovarian, prostate, breast, bladder, renal, and others,
and the biological fluids analyzed include serum, urine, cere-
brospinal fluid, nipple aspirate fluid, etc. The apparent suc-
cesses with this technology have been recently reviewed by
many investigators (2–12). In general, it has been suggested
that this technology can achieve much higher diagnostic sen-
sitivity and specificity (approaching 100%) in comparison to
the classical cancer biomarkers (31). The technology’s poten-
tial has been expanded to other diseases such as Alzheimer’s
disease, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, renal allograft rejection,
etc. (32–34).

The analytical procedure with this technology involves a few
common steps. The biological fluid of interest is first inter-
acted with a protein chip that incorporates some kind of an
affinity separation between “noninformative” and “informa-
tive” proteins. After washing, the immobilized (and fortunately
mostly informative) proteins can be studied by using SELDI-
TOF mass spectrometry. Two types of data have been re-
ported in the literature: 1) discriminating peaks of unknown
identity that are different in amplitude (increased or de-
creased) between normal individuals and patients with can-
cer; and 2) data in which at least some of these peaks have
been positively identified (see below). Computer algorithms
have been used to analyze these multidimensional data to
demonstrate that a pattern consisting of several peaks (from
tens to thousands) is sufficiently different between the two
groups of subjects. In this review, I will not comment much on
peaks that have not been positively identified, because noth-
ing is known about them, except that their heights go up or
down in the disease state. I will use the few positively identi-
fied molecules to draw comparisons between them and the
classical cancer biomarkers.
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The extraordinary data presented in the literature with this
new approach were welcomed by scientists, the press, the
public, and even by politicians (31, 35). This technology is now
seen as the most promising way of diagnosing early cancer
(35). Clinical trials are now underway and will reveal, in a
blinded fashion, if these data can be reproduced and if they
are robust enough for clinical use. In the following paragraphs,
I will concentrate on issues that have not been adequately
addressed and raise concerns that at least some of this data
may not be accurate or expected on theoretical grounds.

The use of SELDI-TOF technology as a cancer biomarker
discovery tool (as opposed to a cancer diagnostic tool) is
straightforward. The discriminatory peaks, if positively identi-
fied, may represent molecules that could be measured with
simpler and cheaper techniques for the purpose of diagnosing
cancer. For example, some investigators postulate that such
molecules may be routinely quantified by using enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) technologies. In practice, very
few, if any, of the SELDI-TOF identified novel candidate biomar-
kers have been validated by using alternative technologies.

POTENTIAL LIMITATIONS

Liotta et al. hypothesized that the relative cellular abun-
dance of tens of thousands of different proteins, along with
their cleaved or modified forms, is a reflection of ongoing
physiological and pathological events. They further postulate
that as tissues are perfused by blood and lymph, proteins and
protein fragments, passively or actively, enter the circulation.
Thus, the complex chemistry of the tumor-host microenviron-
ment should generate unique signatures in the blood micro-
environment. I agree with this statement. The major question
here is if these putative proteomic changes in the blood can
be captured by the SELDI-TOF technology, as applied in the
published papers. In my opinion, it is highly unlikely that a
small and localized tumor will be able to modify the serum
proteomic pattern to a degree that can be recognized by the
SELDI-TOF technique. As I will further elaborate later, SELDI-
TOF, and other proteomic technologies based on mass spec-
trometry, may not be sensitive enough to detect the low-
abundance “signature” molecules that are released by a few
tumor cells or their microenvironment into the circulation. I do
believe that informative molecules originating from tumor cells
or their microenvironment may indeed be present in biological
fluids and that their identification may lead to the discovery of
potential new biomarkers.

The identification of these molecules will likely require ul-
trasensitive techniques capable of measuring concentration
ranges 10�12 mol/liter or lower (far lower than those achieved
by current SELDI-TOF protocols, see below).

An alternative hypothesis for the observed differences in
proteomic patterns in serum between normal individuals and
cancer patients may be the detection of high-abundance
molecules that are not produced by the tumor cells but rather
represent epiphenomena of tumor presence. For example, it

has been postulated by this author that at least some of the
detected molecules represent acute-phase reactants that are
released into the circulation by the liver and other organs (36,
37). It has been shown as early as 30–40 years ago that such
molecules are not specific for the presence of any cancer, and
for this reason they have not been used in clinical practice for
cancer diagnosis or monitoring, although their concentrations
may be elevated in serum of some cancer patients (38).

DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN RESEARCH GROUPS

As it currently stands, SELDI-TOF technology requires pre-
treatment of a small amount of serum with SELDI protein
chips. These protein chips have either 8 or 16 spots contain-
ing a specific chromatographic surface. Currently available
surfaces are based on either hydrophobic, ion-exchange,
metal affinity, or normal phase chromatography. It is also
possible, but not widely utilized at the moment, to immobilize
more specific reagents such as antibodies, receptors, DNA,
etc. For diagnostics, one would expect that the discriminatory
peaks for one cancer type can be identified by using prefer-
entially one of these surfaces. After surveying the literature for
prostate and ovarian cancer diagnostics, I identified five pa-
pers that used SELDI-TOF technology for prostate cancer
(39–43) and two papers for ovarian cancer (30, 44). The
different groups found that different proteomic chips may be
optimal for disease diagnosis. Metal affinity (IMAC-Cu), hy-
drophobic (C16 or H4), or weak cation exchange (WCX2)
chips were used for prostate cancer. In two of the studies (40,
41), the same mass spectroscopic data were used by the
same group but different bioinformatic tools were employed
to analyze them. A summary of the prostate and ovarian
cancer studies are presented in Tables II and III. The following
points are relevant. The distinguishing peaks between cancer
and non-cancer patients are very different between the vari-
ous groups. In fact, none of the distinguishing peaks between
the four different research groups for prostate cancer agree
with each other. The only agreements were two peaks for
distinguishing non-cancer versus cancer from the same group
of investigators and the same datasets (40, 41). A different
bioinformatic analysis revealed other discriminatory peaks be-
tween the two studies from the same group (41). Similar
discrepancies are seen with ovarian cancer (Table III). How
could these discrepancies be explained? One hypothesis is
that serum may indeed contain a huge number of discrimina-
tory molecules between cancer and non-cancer patients and
that the chance of two groups finding the same discriminatory
peaks is very small. Another explanation may be methodolog-
ical differences in which different chips were used to immo-
bilize the candidate discriminatory peaks. This is not a likely
hypothesis because Banez et al., Adam et al., and Qu et al.
(40–42) used the same protein chip (IMAC-Cu), yet they came
up with different discriminatory peaks (Table II). In my opinion,
it will be highly unlikely that a small, localized tumor and its
microenvironment will generate such diverse populations of
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informative peptides/proteins in the circulation. Another im-
portant difference, displayed in Table II, refers to the diagnos-
tic sensitivity and specificity. Contrast to Qu et al., Petricoin et
al., and Adam et al., Banez et al. reported that at least with the
IMAC-Cu proteomic chips, their sensitivity and specificity was
only 66 and 38%, significantly inferior than the other three
studies.

What needs to be done to investigate these discrepancies
further? First, the experiments should be independently re-
peated by other laboratories. Second, these validation studies
should be done with the older (Ciphergen) and with higher
resolution instruments, various batches of proteomic chips,
and by using different bioinformatic tools. Also, internal con-
trols (such as already validated classical discriminatory can-

cer biomarkers) should be incorporated to validate the actual
analytical sensitivity of the technology (see below).

FAILURE TO IDENTIFY ESTABLISHED CANCER BIOMARKERS

We currently have at hand validated cancer biomarkers that
can reasonably distinguish between cancer and non-cancer
patients. For example, PSA can be used as a biomarker for a
group of patients without cancer (PSA � 1 �g/liter) and pa-
tients with histologically confirmed prostate cancer and
PSA � 10 �g/liter. Because free PSA and complexed PSA
have molecular masses of �30 kDa and 100 kDa, respec-
tively, these masses are well within the current capabilities of
mass spectrometers (43). Validation of this technology will be
highly enhanced if it is shown that one of the discriminatory

TABLE II
Comparison of five reports for prostate cancer diagnosis based on SELDI-TOF technologya

Study Chip type Distinguishing peaks m/zb Diagnostic sensitivity
and specificity

Petricoin et al. (39) Hydrophobic C16 2,092, 2,367, 2,582, 3,080, 4,819, 5,439, 18,220 95%; 78–83%
Adam et al. (40) IMAC-Cu 4,475, 5,074, 5,382, 7,024, 7,820, 8,141, 9,149,

9,507, 9,656
83%; 97%

Qu et al. (41) IMAC-Cu Non-cancer vs cancer: 3,963, 4,080, 6,542,
6,797, 6,949, 6,991, 7,024, 7,885, 8,067,
8,356, 9,656, 9,720 Healthy vs BPHc: 3,486,
4,071, 4,580, 5,298, 6,099, 7,054, 7,820,
7,844, 8,943

97–100%; 97–100%

Banez et al. (42) WCX2 3,972, 8,226, 13,952, 16,087, 25,167, 33,270 63%; 77%
IMAC-Cu 3,960, 4,469, 9,713, 10,266, 22,832 66%; 38%

Lehrer et al. (43) Hydrophobic H4 Cancer and BPH vs controls: 100% (specificity)
15,200, 15,900, 17,500

Cancer vs BPH
15,200 82%; 67%
15,900 82%; 100%
17,500 64%; 67%

a This table is modified and expanded from Refs. 46 and 68.
b m/z ratios were rounded to whole numbers for simplicity. m/z ratios in bold represent those identified by Adam et al. (40) and Qu et al. (41)

for differentiating cancer from non-cancer patients. The underlined m/z ratio represents a peak identified by Adam et al. (40) for differentiating
cancer from non-cancer patients and by Qu et al. (41) for differentiating healthy individuals from patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia.

c BPH, benign prostatic hyperplasia.

TABLE III
Comparison of two reports for ovarian cancer diagnosis based on SELDI-TOF technology

Study Chip type Distinguishing peaks, m/za Diagnostic sensitivity
and specificityb

Petricoin et al. (30) C-16 534, 989, 2,111, 2,251, 2,465 100%; 95%
Kozak et al. (44) SAX2c Screening biomarker paneld: 96%; 83%

4,400, 15,900, 18,900, 23,000, 30,100
Validation biomarker panel 1e: 82%; 95%
3,100, 13,900, 21,000, 79,000, 106,700
Validation biomarker panel 2f: 73%; 95%
5,100, 16,900, 28,000, 93,000

a m/z ratios were rounded to whole numbers for simplicity.
b Somewhat different values were obtained for different sets of samples; see original papers for more details.
c Strong anion-exchange chip.
d Differentiates healthy from neoplastic (benign and malignant) disease. In this paper, the molecular masses of the markers are given instead

of m/z ratios. All values were reported with one decimal point accuracy.
e Differentiates healthy and benign disease from malignant disease.
f In Ref. 30, there is a limit to the molecular mass or m/z ratio monitored (up to 20,000).
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peaks identified in prostate cancer is PSA and its subfrac-
tions. The same comment applies for other validated cancer
biomarkers. Surprisingly, in none of the published studies with
breast, prostate, or ovarian carcinoma have the classical can-
cer biomarkers been identified. I believe that the inability to
identify these classical cancer biomarkers is due to the low
sensitivity of the SELDI-TOF approach. Until validated serum
internal controls are used with this technology, the results
obtained, and the sensitivity of the method, should remain in
question.

BIAS OF SELDI-TOF TECHNOLOGY TOWARD
HIGH-ABUNDANCE MOLECULES

The current method of performing SELDI-TOF experiments
with unfractionated serum includes exposure of serum to the
protein chip, washing, and then identification of the immobi-
lized molecules by using MALDI-TOF instrumentation. The
solid phases currently in use (mentioned earlier) are not spe-
cific for any type of protein. Because serum contains a tre-
mendous array of extremely high-abundance (e.g. albumin)
and very-low-abundance molecules (range of concentrations
vary by a factor of 106- to 109-fold) (45), it will be highly
unlikely that the most informative, low-abundance molecules
will be able to immobilize on such chips. Simply, they will
likely be competed out by high-abundance, noninformative
molecules. For example, in serum, the PSA concentration in
healthy males is �1 �g/liter, whereas the total protein con-
centration is in the order of 80,000,000 �g/liter. When proteins
are exposed to the chip, each PSA molecule (or other mole-
cules of similar abundance) will encounter competition for
binding to the same matrix by millions of irrelevant molecules.
It would thus seem very unlikely that molecules with very low
abundance will ever be detected by this method. The exper-

iments to prove or disprove these proposals have been pre-
viously outlined by this author in a separate editorial, but to
my knowledge they have not as yet been reported (46).

A previous report by Wright et al. claimed that four classic
prostatic biomarkers, including free and complexed PSA,
could be detected by mass spectrometry in various biological
fluids and tissue extracts, including seminal plasma, prostatic
extracts, and serum (47). However, the masses assigned to
free or complexed PSA may have originated from other mol-
ecules with a similar molecular mass. Furthermore, the pres-
ence of other molecules, such as salts, could cause a mass
shift, thus complicating the interpretation further. These au-
thors, in their efforts to show a quantitative relationship be-
tween peak area and PSA concentrations, constructed linear
calibration curves but at PSA concentrations between 1,000
and 50,000 �g/liter. Such concentrations are rarely or never
seen in clinical practice, even in sera from patients with highly
metastatic prostate cancer. On the same point, other authors
reported prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) con-
centrations in serum (this is another prostatic-specific mole-
cule) by using a SELDI-TOF approach in combination with an
immobilized antibody. The reported concentrations of PSMA
in serum (100–500 �g/liter; � 500 times higher than the
secreted protein PSA) are surprisingly high and need to be
validated by ELISA-type methodologies, given that this mol-
ecule is a membrane-bound protein (48).

I have compiled a list of SELDI-TOF-identified molecules in
serum that are thought to be discriminatory between normal
stage and cancer (Table IV). Clearly, these candidate serum
biomarkers are very-high-abundance molecules known to be
produced mainly by the liver.

For example, Zhang et al. (49) identified three discriminatory

TABLE IV
Concentration of some abundant proteins, putative new cancer biomarkers identified by SELDI-TOF, and classical cancer biomarkers in seruma

Compound Approximate concentration Biomarker for cancer type Reference

�pmol/liter�

Albumin 600,000,000 – 38
Immunoglobulins 30,000,000 – 38
C-reactive protein 40,000 – 38

SELDI-TOF proteinsb

Apolipoprotein A1 40,000,000 Ovarian 49
Transthyretin (prealbumin) fragment 6,000,000 Ovarian 49
Inter-�-trypsin inhibitor fragment 4,000,000 Ovarian 49
Haptoglobin-a-subunit 1,000,000 Ovarian 50
Vitamin D-binding protein 10,000,000 Prostate 51
Serum amyloid A protein 20,000,000 Nasopharyngeal 52

Classical tumor markers
Alpha-fetoprotein 150 Hepatoma, testicular 38
PSA 140 Prostate 38
Carcinoembryonic antigen 30 Colon, lung, breast, pancreatic 38
Human choriogonadotropin 20 Testicular, choriocarcinoma 38
Human choriogonadotropin-� subunit 2 Testicular, choriocarcinoma 38

a This table is modified and expanded from Ref. 68.
b Apolipoprotein A1 is produced in liver and intestine; all other proteins are mainly produced in the liver (38).
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peaks in ovarian cancer: apolipoprotein A1, transthyretin (pre-
albumin) fragment, and inter-�-trypsin inhibitor. Ye et al. dis-
covered haptoglobin-� subunit for ovarian cancer (50), and
Hlavaty et al. discovered vitamin D-binding protein for pros-
tate cancer (51). More recently, Cho et al. identified serum
amyloid A protein for nasopharyngeal carcinoma (52). Table IV
presents the comparative serum concentrations of these pu-
tative tumor markers and of classical tumor markers, such as
�-fetoprotein and PSA.

A number of the “new” tumor biomarkers discovered by
SELDI-TOF technology were, in fact, originally identified more
than 30 years ago by classical techniques (e.g. haptoglobin-�

subunit for ovarian cancer) (53) but were deemed useless for
clinical diagnosis because of their low sensitivity and speci-
ficity (54, 55). Just to illustrate this point further, I performed a
MEDLINE search using the keywords “haptoglobin” and “can-
cer” and identified 571 papers published from 1965 to 2003.
Haptoglobin was reported since 1966 to be elevated in the
following malignancies: leukemias, Hodgkin’s disease, Bur-
kitt’s lymphoma, multiple myeloma, neuroblastoma, mela-
noma, glioma, and cancers of the cervix, genitals, stomach,
breast, liver, kidney, ovaries, lung, endometrium, colon, pros-
tate, gallbladder, bladder, head and neck, brain, and larynx.
The same comments applies to serum amyloid A protein (52).
It is clear that haptoglobin-� subunit or other acute-phase
reactants are not specific cancer biomarkers.

IDENTITY AND ORIGIN OF DISCRIMINATORY PEAKS

Immediately after publication of the first report of SELDI-
TOF-based diagnostics for ovarian cancer (30), I urged the
authors to positively identify the discriminatory peaks so that
their serum elevation or decrease in cancer is better under-
stood (36). Efforts to identify these discriminatory peaks have
been minimal. Liotta et al. suggested that knowledge of peak
identity should not be essential and that this technology rep-
resents a new diagnostic paradigm (56). To date, the identity
of the five “discriminatory” peaks for ovarian cancer remains
elusive (30). Fortunately, HUPO has currently identified as one
of their goals to characterize the serum proteome. Also, newer
instrumentation is now capable of identifying the discrimina-
tory peaks by using tandem mass spectrometry. As more
peaks are positively identified, we will be able to further un-
derstand what this technology really detects and if indeed the
identified molecules can be confirmed independently to be
potential cancer diagnostic markers by using other method-
ologies (e.g. ELISA). As mentioned, currently identified mole-
cules by this technology are of very high abundance, are
mostly produced by the liver, and many are acute-phase
reactants (Table IV).

TECHNICAL CAVEATS AND METHODOLOGICAL DETAILS

It is important to understand how this method is used in
order to identify possible deficiencies. Routinely, 1–3 �l of
serum, either diluted or undiluted, is added to the activated

surface of the protein chip and incubated. The chip is then
washed, air-dried, and treated with an ultraviolet-absorbing
agent (e.g. sinapinic acid, also known as “matrix”) and then
dried. The chip is then inserted into the mass spectrometer for
SELDI-TOF mass spectrometric analysis. A critical question
here is if the protein chip has the capacity to bind quantita-
tively all proteins present in the sample. Clearly, the answer is
no. Then, what binds to the chip will depend on the total
protein of the sample, the abundance of various competing
proteins for the solid phase, and the properties of the chip
(such as hydrophobicity, ion-exchange capacity, metal bind-
ing, etc.). Without knowing the abundance of competing pro-
teins, and given the limited capacity of the matrix, what is
finally retained on the surface may be quite variable between
different clinical samples. It is thus likely that an informative
molecule of the same abundance in two clinical samples may
be detected at different abundances simply due to the presence
of different amounts of noninformative competing molecules.
Thus, the relative amplitudes of peaks in mass spectrometric
spectra should be considered as “semi-quantitative” at best.
Also, as mentioned earlier, the competitive nature of the binding
will likely exclude low-abundance molecules due to preferential
binding of high-abundance molecules with similar physico-
chemical properties.

These issues have not been adequately addressed in any of
the published papers. Useful experiments could include spiking
of known molecules in serum that is devoid of them. For exam-
ple, spiking female serum with PSA or other molecules that have
been tagged with stable isotopes may help to answer these
questions. Similar experiments could delineate the detection
limit of the methodology as it applies to SELFI-TOF procedures.
Spiking with synthetic peptides would be another option.

Ideally, this method could work quantitatively if the surfaces
used for molecule immobilization are either specific for certain
proteins (e.g. antibodies or other binders) or they have enough
capacity to quantitatively bind all the proteins applied to the
sample.

It is also important to address the issue of ionization effi-
ciency. Would the same concentration of an informative mol-
ecule on the protein chip produce a peak of the same ampli-
tude if it is surrounded by variable amounts of irrelevant
proteins that are also ionized during laser desorption? One
would expect that the ionization will likely be affected by the
presence of other molecules in the mixture, further contribut-
ing to the qualitative nature of the measurement.

As further stressed by Aebersold and Mann (17) in both
MALDI and ESI-MS ionization, the relationship between the
amount of analyte present and measured signal intensity is
complex and incompletely understood. Mass spectrometers
are therefore inherently poor quantitative devices. Further-
more, the ion current of a peptide is dependent on a multitude
of variables that are difficult to control, and this measure is not
a good indication of peptide abundance. To conclude, mass
spectrometric analysis is not quantitative at present.
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Regarding sensitivity of mass spectrometry, this is difficult
to define because sensitivity is heavily dependent on the
machine used (and these are rapidly changing over time) as
well as the actual procedures performed before sample intro-
duction into the instrument. For example, some procedures
include extensive purification and preconcentration of sam-
ples, while in others (including SELDI-TOF analysis) the sam-
ples are minimally treated. Nevertheless, in a recent study of
global analysis of protein expression in yeast, Ghaeme-
maghami et al. (57) compared mass spectrometry and protein
tagging methodologies combined with either Western blotting
or green fluorescent protein microscopy. They found that
tagging technologies and fluorescence microscopy were able
to detect a total of 4,517 proteins with more than 90% over-
lap. In contrast, a recent study using mass spectrometry and
isotope labeling succeeded in quantitatively monitoring
changes in the abundance of only 688 yeast proteins (58). The
authors concluded that mass spectrometry is capable of de-
tecting abundances of proteins with �50,000 molecules per
cell but it was not sensitive in detecting proteins with abun-
dances of �5,000 molecules per cell. Thus, the current inher-
ent relative insensitivity of mass spectrometry, in compari-
son to Western blotting and fluorescence microscopy,
combined with the fact that low-abundance proteins may
not bind to the biochip, will make the detection of very-low-
abundance molecules in serum by this technology highly
unlikely. One should keep in mind that ELISA methodolo-
gies, usually used to quantify tumor markers in the circula-
tion, are even more sensitive than Western blotting tech-
niques, allowing direct measurement of analytes at levels as
low as 10�12–10�13 mol/liter.

Another methodological artifact that should be kept in mind
in SELDI-TOF experiments is the identification of discrimina-
tory peaks (peptides, proteins, or protein fragments) that have
originated ex vivo. Marshall et al. have recently shown that
when plasma was left sitting at room temperature for 4 or 8 h,
the MALDI-TOF spectra, as recorded by a SELDI-TOF instru-
ment, changed significantly, suggesting that many peptides
were generated by proteolytic digestion ex vivo (59). The
authors attributed this peptide generation to action of specific
(serine) proteases, because they could block this effect with
serine protease inhibitors. These authors further speculated
that the concentration of proteins released into the blood
directly from the damaged cells or the changes in important
regulatory factors associated with disease are likely to be far
too small to be directly detected by MALDI-TOF.

BIOINFORMATIC ARTIFACTS

In virtually every SELDI-TOF experiment published so far, a
fraction of the clinical samples are used as a “training set” to
derive the interpretation algorithm and the remaining samples
used as a “test set.” As correctly pointed out by Qu et al. (41),
one of the concerns in the construction and use of learning
algorithms is the possibility of overfitting the data. It is not

known how robust these algorithms will be when used at
different times, or on different sets of clinical samples. One
example of demonstrating this possible problem was pub-
lished by Rogers et al. (60). The sensitivity/specificity of a test
for discriminating renal cell carcinoma from controls by
SELDI-TOF was initially 98–100%. However, when the same
procedure was used 10 months later in a new set of patients,
the sensitivity dropped to 41%. The authors speculated that
this dramatic loss of performance was likely due to sample
stability, laser performance, or chip variability. It is thus im-
portant to show that algorithms, initially derived with training
samples, can still work on different sets of samples and at
different times.

It is currently suggested by many authors that m/z ratios
�2,000 obtained by SELDI-TOF mass spectrometry should
be discarded as noise due to matrix effects (42). However,
two of the five discriminatory peaks obtained by Petricoin et
al. in their ovarian cancer diagnostic protocol with SELDI-TOF
had m/z ratios of 534 and 989 (30). In a recent reanalysis of the
original raw proteomic data on ovarian cancer, Sorace and
Zhan identified peaks that contributed decisively to the dis-
crimination between normal and cancer patients but did not
make biological sense (i.e. a peak at an m/z ratio of 2.79) (61).
These authors raised the possibility for a significant nonbio-
logic experimental bias between cancer and control groups,
casting questions on the validity of the discriminatory peaks
with m/z ratios �2,000. Essentially, the same conclusions
were reached by Baggerly et al. who have also shown that
“noise” peaks can achieve perfect classification of normals
and cancer patients (62). It is thus mandatory that algorithms
used to interpret mass spectrometric data in SELDI-TOF ex-
periments should be carefully reviewed to avoid false conclu-
sions. Indeed, it will be desirable for those working in the field
to validate and compare their algorithms and examine if they
can come-up with the same discriminatory peaks on the same
group of data.

A rather surprising observation relates to two papers on
prostate cancer published by the same group (40, 41) (Table
II). The same patients were analyzed, and one set of data was
generated; this was then examined by two different bioinfor-
matic methods. Surprisingly, the two bioinformatic tools iden-
tified different discriminatory peaks. Only two peaks were the
same among the nine identified in the first paper and among
the twelve identified in the second. Also, one peak that was
originally reported in the first study to discriminate between
cancer and non-cancer patients was reported to discriminate
between healthy controls and patients with benign prostatic
hyperplasia in the second study.

In conclusion, it seems that the bioinformatic tools for an-
alyzing SELDI-TOF data need to be carefully validated to
avoid artifactual findings and overfitting. Moreover, the rea-
sons for discriminating patients and controls by using peaks
within the noise should be further investigated.
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INFORMATIVE PEPTIDES IN THE CIRCULATION

Recently, Liotta and colleagues pointed to the possibility
that blood contains a vast amount of as yet unutilized and/or
unidentified peptides that may have potential as diagnostic
biomarkers (63). As indicated earlier, they believe that the
tumor-host microenvironment should generate unique signa-
tures in the blood microenvironment. A proposal was then
made that the low-molecular-mass region of the blood pro-
teome, which is a mixture of small intact proteins plus frag-
ments of large proteins, represents all classes of proteins and
is a treasure trove of diagnostic information largely ignored
until now. Because small peptides can be effectively cleared
by the kidney, the authors speculate that many of these
low-molecular-mass proteins are bound to abundant serum
proteins like albumin. This hypothesis needs to be tested
experimentally. Experiments to validate this hypothesis
should be straightforward. For example, many of these pep-
tides can be characterized by using mass spectrometry. Then,
these peptides, tagged with a stable isotope, can be used in
recovery experiments to examine if they indeed bind to carrier
proteins and what is their lifetime in the circulation. Further-
more, such experiments will reveal their abundance in the
circulation and their origin (e.g. which are the parent proteins).
Only when these experiments are done will the proposal of
using these peptides for diagnostics gain more credence.

NEW INSTRUMENTATION AND EXTERNAL VALIDATION

Liotta and colleagues are now substituting the original Ci-
phergen instrumentation with more sophisticated mass spec-
trometers of higher resolution. While these instruments do
provide improved mass accuracy determination and more
complicated spectra, they will not solve the problems outlined
in this review regarding diagnostics, because the sample
preparation procedures are still based on Ciphergen protein
chips. Nevertheless, the results of the published and of the
newer methods will require careful external validation by dif-
ferent laboratories. Clinical trials are now underway to exam-
ine if these methods are robust enough and suitable for clin-

ical use. Until the external validation data become available,
the method should not be used for clinical care.

NORMAL VERSUS ABNORMAL SERUM PROTEOMIC PATTERNS

One explanation for the published data is that the differ-
ences in serum proteomic patterns between controls and
patients are due to the presence of cancer. Another explana-
tion would be that these differences are not due to the pres-
ence of cancer but to a variety of unknown confounding
factors. Possible confounders include: sample collection,
processing and storage, patient selection and individual hab-
its (e.g. gender, age, ethnicity, exercise, menopausal status,
nutritional preferences, drugs, non-cancer diseases, etc.), in-
appropriate statistical design and/or analysis methods, ma-
chine instability, and variable chip performance. The effects of
most of these parameters on serum proteomic patterns have
not been studied.

Usually, classical tumor markers are evaluated by clinicians
by using numerical and easy-to-understand cutoff points (64).
All studies using SELDI-TOF technology for diagnostics com-
pare “disease patterns” to “normal patterns.” In practice, a
normal pattern needs to be generated and used as reference
to which the patient pattern will be compared. But how could
such a “normal pattern” be generated when the reference
group and the testing group are likely to be heterogeneous for
the factors described above? It is likely that this “normal
pattern” will be influenced by numerous parameters, including
diseases different from the one that is being diagnosed. Be-
cause SELDI-TOF is a qualitative technique, data interpreta-
tion by comparing patterns may prove to be a daunting task.

OUTLOOK

Where should we go from here? In Table V, I summarize some
open questions related to this technology. These questions
have been posted before (46). Further progress will depend on
providing answers after careful experimentation. I would also
make some suggestions related to future publications and
experiments that need to be done with this technology.

TABLE V
Some open questions related to diagnostic SELDI-TOF technologya

1. Identity and serum concentration of discriminating molecules not known. Mass spectrometry is a largely qualitative
technique. Relationship between peak height and molecule abundance is not linear and could be very complex.

2. Discriminating peaks identified by different investigators for the same disease are different.
3. Data not easily reproducible between laboratories, making validation difficult.

4. Optimal sample preparation for the same disease differs between investigators. Sample handling and preparation may be a
critical issue.

5. Validated serum cancer markers (e.g. PSA, CA125, etc.) that could serve as positive controls are not identified by this
technology.

6.
Nonspecific absorbtion matrices favor extraction of high-abundance proteins/peptides at the expense of low-abundance

proteins/peptides. Unknown recovery of “informative” molecules versus “uninformative” molecules. Analytical sensitivity of
mass spectrometry in the context of these experiments is not known.

7. Technique likely measures peptides or other molecules present in high abundance in serum (e.g. mg/liter to g/liter range).
Such molecules are unlikely to originate from cancer tissue. More likely, they represent cancer epiphenomena.

8. No known relationship between discriminatory molecules and cancer biology.
a This table is reproduced from Ref. 46 with permission from the copyright owners.
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1. Because the technology for positively identifying the
discriminatory proteins/peptides is now readily avail-
able, future investigations should report the identity of
at least some of these peptides and connections made
to previous publications associating these proteins
with cancer.

2. Future investigations should include internal controls.
For example, for common cancers, where classical
tumor markers exist (Table I) and their concentrations
in the tested samples are known, one goal should be
the identification of these biomarkers for validation pur-
poses. Other controls (e.g. exogenously added pep-
tides) should be included and their peak amplitudes
used to correct for other peak amplitudes in different
experiments.

3. If investigations include “training” and “test” sets, the
interpretation algorithm should be tested with an inde-
pendent series of samples (preferably obtained from
another institution) at least 3 months later to validate its
robustness.

4. When feasible, it will be useful to apply different bioin-
formatic algorithms on the same set of data. Do differ-
ent algorithms produce similar outputs (e.g. the same
discriminatory peaks and diagnostic sensitivity/speci-
ficity) when the same input data are used?

5. It is imperative that the actual sensitivity of SELDI-TOF
mass spectrometry, as it applies to serum analysis, is
carefully evaluated. At the same time, it should be
investigated if the provided information is quantitative,
semiquantitative, or qualitative. Experiments to exam-
ine this could include:

a. Spiking of serum samples with synthetic peptides
30–50 amino acids long (�molecular mass 3,000–
5,000 Da). This could be used to establish the de-
tection limit of these peptides with serum as matrix
on various protein chips, and also to establish the
quantitative nature of the measurement by con-
structing calibration curves in a serum matrix.

b. Another way of establishing the detection limit of the
method would be to select groups of serum samples
with known tumor marker concentration (e.g. free
PSA of molecular mass around 30,000 Da and �1-
antichymotrypsin-PSA with molecular mass of
100,000 Da). The quantification of free and total PSA
in serum is straightforward using ELISA technolo-
gies. Groups of serum samples with free or total PSA
concentration, e.g. in the range of 0.5, 2, 10, 50, 200,
and 2,000 �g/liter, could be run with the SELDI-TOF
protocols to establish 1) the detection limit and 2) if
the amplitude of the peaks is quantitatively related to
the PSA concentration.

6. It will be important to establish in controlled experi-
ments if the discriminatory peptides identified in serum
are actually produced in vivo or ex vivo. Samples from

the same patients should be obtained with or without
proteinase inhibitors and processed in various ways, as
described by Marshall et al. (59), to examine if the
discriminatory peaks originate by the action of pro-
teases after the blood is drawn.

7. Studies should be performed to establish the differences
in proteomic patterns between plasma and serum and
examine the effects of lipemia, length of storage, freeze-
thaw cycles, menstrual cycle, age, nutritional status,
drug ingestion, sex, race, etc. on such patterns. Without
knowledge of the effects of these, and possibly other
parameters, on the proteomic patterns generated by
MALDI-TOF, the interpretations will be questionable.

CONCLUSIONS

It is true that all classical cancer biomarkers have major
shortcomings that preclude their applications for population
screening and early diagnosis. The highly promising data
generated by SELFI-TOF prompted many to suggest that this
technique could be used clinically before the end of this year.
However, as indicated above, numerous questions need to be
answered before the technology is accepted. There should
also be no shortcuts in the validation process of this technol-
ogy by independent laboratories and agencies. Otherwise, we
are running the risk of harming patients who would be misdi-
agnosed and subjected to unnecessary, invasive, and prob-
ably dangerous confirmatory procedures.

As with other medical advances, the ultimate judge of this
technology will be time. I sincerely wish that this method will
not follow the route of a similar effort originated in the 1980s
that suggested cancer diagnosis based on nuclear magnetic
resonance profiling of serum samples (65–67).
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